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With store closures and bankruptcies—Toys 'R' Us, Sears and Brookstone, to name a few—

showing no signs of letting up, it raises the question of what sets a successful retailer apart

from the rest. 

According to a new study by Snowflake Computing and Harvard Business Review, companies

that make data-driven decisions have the best chance for longevity. Yet across industries,

they found that only 5% of retail and CPG enterprises qualify as data-driven, half of the

survey average (10%).

https://retail.emarketer.com/article/where-do-former-toys-r-us-customers-shop-now/5beb3a41b979f101c08e6db2
https://retail.emarketer.com/article/sears-digital-deficit-lead-its-demise/5bc78b9fb979f1044402b71e
https://www.snowflake.com/
https://hbr.org/
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This stands in opposition to stated goals. The retail industry had the highest number (89%)

that placed great importance on getting better insights into customer needs and

expectations. Faster decision-making was also a priority (79%) as well as improving process

and cost e�ciency (68%).

What is holding retailers back? The biggest challenge cited was human in nature; 44% said

they lacked the digital and data analytic skills to transform. More than one-third cited internal

resistance to change while 29% blamed legacy processes.

These same factors are often cited when companies are pressed for causes delaying digital

transformation. Recent studies by Vanson Bourne and IDG showed legacy systems and

cultural resistance were barriers.

A July 2018 survey by Retail Systems Research (RSR) delved deeper into the di�erences

between retail winners and all the rest. Far more winners believed that data has become a

strategic asset that is critical to retailing success (88%) than those with lower annual sales

(68%). 

These retailers weren't just asked about challenges, but also their e�ect on driving innovation.

Winners were motivated by the competition, Amazon in particular (83%), and focused more

on the customer than average performing retailers. 

https://retail.emarketer.com/article/why-data-key-retail-success/www.vansonbourne.com
https://www.idg.com/
https://www.emarketer.com/content/legacy-tech-delays-digital-transformation
http://www.rsrresearch.com/
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Not surprisingly, nearly half (47%) of the non-winners felt like they were being left behind.

More were reacting to circumstances like long-term leases rather than being proactively

innovative. 

One standout trait of successful retailers was discovered to be a culture of experimentation

and tolerance for failure, a notable factor since the industry has a reputation for playing it

safe. 

https://retail.emarketer.com/article/retail-innovators-arent-afraid-of-failure/5ba3e76db0e5e607a8fa5b4a

